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Abstract

To optimally prepare students for jobs, it is often useful to match the content of
the learning material with the needs of the current job market. On the other hand,
it can motivate students and give them inspiration for their future careers to see
what exciting jobs they can acquire if they learn the learning material. For these
reasons, we have explored artificial intelligence methods to compare the learning
content with the skills required in current job postings and provide feedback to
both the teachers and the students in the form of reports. Our best system com-
bines Sentence-BERT [1], K-Means [2], DBSCAN [3], TF-IDF [4] and SVMs [5]
to build a predictive model capable of identifying job market skills within learn-
ing content with an accuracy of 94.2% and and F-score 86.9%. The results of our
subsequent survey demonstrate that our reports for students are understandable,
show the learning content’s purpose, motivate, accelerate the learning process,
as well as give them job market and learning path information. Additionally,
our report for teachers is understandable, shows importance of present and miss-
ing skills in the learning content, accelerates and specifies the learning content
creation, and helps them advise students.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Artificial Intelligence, AI in Education,
Recommender System

1 Introduction

Education plays a key role in economic prosperity, societal well-being, and techno-
logical innovation. It is an important aspect of today’s world and can help humanity
to solve many problems—both present and future. Adult learning and education is
now treated using a human rights-based approach to align with goal 4 of the United
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Nations’ Sustainable Development Agenda [6]. It is important to continuously equip
the population with the necessary skills to succeed in the job market and drive
humanity’s progress toward sustainability.

The needs of the job market are in constant flux due to declining and expanding
sectors [7]. New technologies and innovations are constantly changing the importance
of various roles in the job market, both in a transformative and destructive manner [8].
Recent advancements have introduced completely new roles into the job market, such
as the AI ethicist [9]. Other roles have had to adapt to keep pace with new technologies,
such as the requirement for physicians to understand and use AI as they practice
medicine [10]. Other roles, such as manufacturing, are at threat of being replaced by
sophisticated automation systems [11].

The dynamic nature of the job market makes it difficult for education institutions
to keep their learning curricula up-to-date. For example, many university courses are
requiring a framework restructure in order to incorporate AI into their teaching strate-
gies [12]. As technology advances, and the job market adapts, it is necessary to align
the learning curricula in order for graduates to acquire relevant skills. This is impor-
tant since companies are placing a greater emphasis on a candidate’s skills rather than
their degree [13].

In addition to maintaining relevant and up-to-date learning content, it is important
to motivate students as the motivation to learn can significantly affect the learning
outcome [14]. Students can become far more motivated when they understand how the
learning content is relevant to them and their career goals [15]. Additionally, the self-
determination theory can be exploited to enhance a student’s motivation [16]: This
theory states that motivation can benefit from the ability to make choices. As a result,
there may be great potential in allowing the student to not only choose their study
program but also choose and personalize their learning path.

Due to all theses reasons, our work incorporates natural language processing (NLP)
and predictive modeling in the design of an artificial intelligence (AI) system to extract
skills from the job market for various jobs and identifying where these skills can be
learned in learning content. Our system’s ability to highlight present/missing skills
helps teachers to keep their learning content relevant and up-to-date. Our system also
helps motivate students by explaining the relevancy of various sections of learning
content, i.e. what skills they can learn and what jobs they can get with these skills.
Additionally, our system supports students to acquire skills relevant to their desired
job by recommending different sections of content where these skills can be learned.

In the next section, we will present related approaches to connect education and job
market with the help of AI as well as techniques for vectorizing, clustering, searching
and comparing text data. In Section 3 we will demonstrate the pipeline of our system
to connect learning material and job postings. Section 4 will describe the experimental
setup for finding the optimal technical implementations for our pipeline. The choices
for implementation are outlined in Section 5. In Section 6 we will present our detailed
analysis of the feedback from students and teachers on the reports generated with our
system. We will conclude our work in Section 7 and suggest further steps.
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2 Related Work

In this section we will first describe related work to connect education to the job
market. Then we will look at approaches to summarize, extract and compare skills.

2.1 Connecting Education and the Job Market

Various strategies have been implemented to better connect the education industry
with the job market. For example, [17] have adopted a ‘link and match’ approach where
employers are consulted regularly to keep the learning content updated. However,
employers need to be included to accurately understand the needs of the job market.
Consequently, [18] combine industry survey results with emerging technology trends
to better align the learning content with job market needs.

Another approach to align these two industries is to implement a flexible, modular
learning experience to enable students to adapt their learning in response to changes
in the job market [19]. Offering students the chance to select different courses not only
enhances their enjoyment and motivation, but it can also ensure that the students
graduate with the necessary skills tailored to their desired career path.

[20] propose to treat students, educational institutions and employers as stake-
holders in an ‘education supply chain’ where their interactions are crucial to ensure
the continuous flow of highly skilled graduates. Such interactions could include intern-
ships, guest lecturers, joint research projects, and advisory boards consisting of all
three stakeholders. Although these person-to-person interactions can be effective in
connecting education with the job market, [20] emphasize that the utilization of AI
could further optimize the ‘education supply chain’.

Consequently, in [21–23] we proposed an NLP pipeline to connect students, edu-
cational institutions and employers which recommends study programs to help job
candidates acquire relevant skills. In this paper, however, we present an AI system to
suggest parts of learning content to help students acquire relevant skills and teachers
align their learning content to the job market.

2.2 Analyzing Skills with Natural Language Processing

To align skills from different text sources, NLP techniques can be used to summa-
rize text and extract skills. For example, [24] extract and represent relevant skills
by comparing knowledge graphs for job descriptions and candidate profiles. [25] use
Word2Vec [26] to extract skills from CVs and automatically find the best candidate.
[27] combine TF-IDF (term frequency—inverse document frequency) and vectorization
to obtain a list of the best job candidates, ranked using the extracted skills. [28] use
K-Means clustering to assess a job applicant’s skill set and recommend the job most
suited to the applicant. [29] combine K-Means and hierarchical clustering to group
students into clusters depending on present/missing skills, enabling cluster-specific
teaching methods. [30] implement DBSCAN to extract skills from job descriptions,
even when the same skills are worded differently.

In [21–23] we introduced SkillScanner, which uses a combination of Sentence-
BERT, DBSCAN, K-Means and vectorization to extract and represent skills from job
postings, CVs and learning curricula. In this paper, we incorporate TF-IDF and SVM
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into the SkillScanner pipeline to locate skills in the titles, sentences and paragraphs
of the learning content.

Fig. 1: Pipeline to Connect Learning Material and Job Postings.

3 Pipeline to Connect Learning Material and Job
Postings

As demonstrated in Figure 1, our pipeline consists of 8 steps, which can be divided
into 3 phases with respect to the data processed in the steps:

1. Extracting and Representing Skills from the Job Market : Skills from job postings
are extracted and represented as sentence embeddings.

2. Creating Features for the Present/Missing Skills Model from Learning Content : The
skills are searched for in the learning content.

3. Using our Model to Identify Skills in Learning Content and Generating Reports
for Students and Teachers: A predictive model takes features which are produced
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based on the outputs of the first and the second phase and predicts the job market
skills which are present and missing in the learning content.

The individual steps to compare the skills required in job postings with learning
material are as follows:

1. Skill Extraction: Extract skill requirements from each job posting (e.g. R, Semenatic
Segmentation, Python from job postings of a Data Scientist).

2. Vectorization: Map skill requirements extracted from the job postings to a semantic
vector space, where skills with similar meanings are closer together and skills with
different meanings are farther apart.

3. Clustering : Cluster skill requirements to cope with the challenges of different levels
of abstraction and synonyms as well as to remove outliers.

4. Skill Representation: After removing outliers, retrieve for each remaining skill
cluster:
(a) skill vector : Average vector of all word embeddings belonging to this cluster.
(b) skill sentence: Sentence whose vector is closest to the skill vector.
(c) skill label : Most frequent bigram that occurs in the skills belonging to this cluster.

5. Keyword Extraction: Retrieve more keywords which are specifically related to the
extracted skills and may occur in the learning material.

6. Keyword Frequency : Compute the absolute and relative frequencies of the skill-
related keywords in the learning material:
(a) keywords unique: Sum of the unique keyword types.
(b) keywords running : Sum of the running keyword tokens.

7. Map headings and each sentence in the learning content to the semantic vector
space which enables to compute:
(a) cosine heading : Similarity between each vectorized heading and the skill vectors.
(b) cosine sentences: Similarity between each vectorized sentence and the skill

vectors.
(c) lemmatize score: Similarity between each lemmatized sentence and the lemma-

tized skill sentences (measured as the percentage of overlapping lemmas).
8. Skill Analysis and Report Generation: Based on the features keywords unique,

keywords running, cosine heading, cosine sentences and lemmatize score, our pre-
sent/missing skills model identifies which skills from the job postings are covered
and missing in the learning content which is the basis for generating reports for
students and teachers.

4 Experimental Setup

The implementation of our pipeline was carried out using Google Colab1. In order to
find the optimal technical implementation for our pipeline to connect learning material
to job postings, we used the following data for evaluation:

• Job postings: To retrieve skills from job postings for our system optimization
and evaluation, we collected 100 job postings for each of the following 6 jobs

1https://colab.research.google.com
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on Indeed.com: Autonomous Vehicle Engineer, Computer Vision Engineer, Data
Scientist, Machine Learning Engineer, Python Developer, and Robotics Engineer.

• Lecture content: To obtain learning material for our system optimization and eval-
uation, we used 3 sections/chapters from each of the following 6 courses from our
university: ’Architectures of Self-Driving Vehicles’, ’NLP and Computer Vision’,
’Software Engineering for Data Intensive’, ’Machine Learning’, ’Programming with
Python’, ’Industrial and Mobile Robotics’. This resulted in over 250 pages of learn-
ing material. Manual labeling was then performed to highlight present/missing skills
in each section, and this labeled data was used to train and test our present/missing
skills model.

5 Our Implementation

In this section, we will describe how we implemented the pipeline to connect learning
material and job postings which was described in Section 3 with regard to the job
postings and course books specified in Section 4. We share the code and the data with
the research community on GitHub2.

5.1 Extracting and Representing Skills from the Job Market

To extract, vectorize and cluster the skills listed in the job postings in step 1–3 of our
pipeline, we implemented the components which gave optimal results in [21–23].

In job postings, skills are usually expressed in bullet points. Therefore, we devel-
oped keyword- and rule-based techniques to extract bullet points from job postings.
To retrieve the job postings, we used the ScrapeOps free trial web scraper [31]. Thus,
we retrieved 7,787 bullet points in 600 job postings to build a set of representative
skills for our 6 job positions in English from Indeed.com.

Since we discovered in [21–23] that Sentence-BERT, which is based on Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [1], gave optimal results, we used
Sentence-BERT for vectorization as well.

Then we used (1) UMAP [32] to reduce the vectorized skills to two dimensions and
(2) DBSCAN [3] to remove outliers in the 2-dimensional space as suggested in [21–23].
DBSCAN finds clusters in dense areas and assigns a cluster ID to all points belonging
to the same cluster. Outliers—i.e., in our case, clusters that do not represent skills or
are not part of a dense area—are assigned the cluster ID -1.

With those steps, we reduced the 7,787 potential skills to 6,184 skills. To find
synonymous skills in the job postings, we then applied K-Means clustering with the
cosine distance as the distance metric to the original 768-dimensional vectors that
remained after removing outliers in the 2-dimensional space.

5.2 Extracting Features for the Present/Missing Skills Model
from Learning Content

After retrieving clusters and vectors representing the skill of each cluster, we used the
BeautifulSoup Python package [33] and TF-IDF to extract a set of 15 keywords for

2https://github.com/darragh314/SkillScanner
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each skill from relevant Wikipedia pages. These keywords were then searched for and
counted in 18 different sections across 6 course books. This enabled us to extract two
features for our predicitve model: keywords unique and keywords running.

We then used Sentence-BERT [1] to vectorize the section headings and the sen-
tences within the learning content. The cosine similarity between the vectorized
section headings and the skill vectors from the job postings enabled us to extract
the feature cosine heading. Additionally, the cosine similarity between the vectorized
learning content sentences and the skill vectors enabled us to extract the feature
cosine sentences.

Finally, we used lemmatization to reduce each word in the skill sentence to its
base form. In addition, we lemmatized each sentence in the learning content and cal-
culated the percentage of lemmatized skill sentence words present in the lemmatized
learning content. This method has been used to successfully extract topics [34] and
identify skills [35], and enabled us to retrieve lemmatize score as an additional fea-
ture for our present/missing skills model. The five input features, keywords unique,
keywords running, cosine heading, cosine sentences and lemmatize score resulted in a
5D feature vector, which was input into our present/missing skills model.

5.3 The Present/Missing Skills Model

Once the feature extraction process was complete, we split our labeled data set in a
80:20 ratio to create the training data and test data. Of all models, SVM demonstrated
the optimal predictive performance with an accuracy of 94.2% and F-score of 86.9%.
Figure 2 demonstrates the feature importance of our 5 features on our 250 pages
of labeled learning content in percentages. We see that cosine heading (37.7%),
lemmatize score (24.5%), keywords unique (23.6%) and cosine sentences (13.8%) sig-
nificantly influence the SVM model’s ability to identify missing/present skills, while
keywords running (3.3%) does not have a big impact on the model’s performance.

Fig. 2: Feature Importance Scores for Present/Missing Skills Model.
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Figure 3 shows the present and missing skills in 3D space, together with the decision
boundary. For the purpose of visualization, we reduced the 5D feature space to 3D
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The false positive rate of our SVM model
is 3.27%, i.e. 3.27% of missing skills were incorrectly labeled as present. The false
negative rate of our SVM model is 14.52%, i.e. 14.52% of present skills were incorrectly
labeled as missing. The false positives and false negatives are shown on either side of
the decision boundary in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: SVM Decision Boundary.

5.4 Reports for Students and Teachers

Our system receives a set of skills from a job posting, compares it to the skills taught
in learning content and returns the following reports.

5.4.1 LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students

As illustrated in Figure 4, the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students shows
students that they will learn skills which are important for specific jobs (e.g., Python
Developer, Machine Learning Engineer, Computer Vision Engineer, Data Scientist and
Robotics Engineer). The skills extracted from the learning content (e.g., unit “Python
Important Libraries”) are listed in blue boxes on the left (Python Programming,
Database SQL, Predictive Models, etc.). Based on the skills present in the learning
content, jobs which require these skills are displayed on the right. Additionally, the
importance of the skills for each job is visualized by the percentage of job postings
requiring that skill. The green part in each bar demonstrates how important the skill
is for each job position, whereas the red part shows the percentage of job postings not
requiring the skill.
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Fig. 4: LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students.

5.4.2 Job-LearningPath Report for Students

As illustrated in Figure 5, the Job-LearningPath Report for Students recommends
learning content related to a specific job (e.g., Robotics Engineer). The extracted skills
are listed in the blue box on the left (machine perception, python programming, etc.).
Based on the skills required in the job postings and present in the learning content,
learning recommendations in terms of course books, units and pages are presented on
the right.

5.4.3 LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Teachers

As illustrated in Figure 6, the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Teachers shows
teachers which skills, which are important for a specific job, are currently covered and
missing in their learning content. Skills which are needed in the job posting and present
in the learning content are displayed with a green bar. Skills that are demanded in
the job posting but missing in the learning content are displayed with a red bar. The
length of a bar indicates how important the skill is for each job position reflecting the
percentage of job postings requiring that skill.
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Fig. 5: Job-LearningPath Report for Students.

6 User Study

In this section we will describe the design and results of our survey, in which we asked
for feedback on our reports.

6.1 Questionnaire Design

The goal of our study was to receive feedback on our 3 reports that can be generated
with our AI system:

• Job-LearningPath Report for Students
• LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students
• LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Teachers

To obtain feedback from our two target groups—students and teachers—we cre-
ated a questionnaire for students where we presented the Job-LearningPath Report
for Students and the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students and a different
questionnaire for teachers where we presented the LearningContent-JobMarket Report
for Teachers but also our two reports for students to receive pedagogical feedback. In
each questionnaire, we asked questions about the reports presented.

With the questionnaire for students, our goal was investigate if with the help of
these reports, students

• understand the purpose of learning a specific content (purpose),
• are motivated to study the learning content (motivation),
• can accelerate their learning process (acceleration),
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Fig. 6: LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Teachers.

• are informed of jobs related to the learning content (job market information),
• can create their own learning path to their desired job (learning path information),
• and find the reports’ visualization understandable (visualization).

With the questionnaire for teachers, our goal was investigate if with the help of
the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Teachers, teachers

• understand the importance of the skills in the job market (skill importance)
• see skills from the job market that are missing in learning content (missing skills),
• can accelerate their study program design process (acceleration),
• can advise courses to students (advise),
• can design course books that are targeted towards specific jobs (targeted education),
• and find the report’s visualization understandable (visualization).

As mentioned we also showed the teachers our two reports for students and asked
them with comparable questions to analyze whether they agree with the students’
feedback. Our participants evaluated most questions with a score. The score range fol-
lows the rules of a forced choice Likert scale, which ranges from (1) strongly disagree
to (5) strongly agree. Each questionnaire was designed in English and German. In
total, 88 participants (46 female, 42 male) filled out our questionnaires. 38 participants
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stated that they were students or former students (43.2%) and filled out the question-
naire for students. 50 reported working or having worked as teaching staff (56.8%)
and completed the questionnaire for teachers. The students and teachers came from
educational institutions located in Germany, Ireland, United Kingdom, Netherlands
and the United States. They cover Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM), Business and Economics, Design and Arts, Language and Linguistic, Social
Sciences and other subjects.

6.1.1 Evaluation of the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for
Students

Figure 7 and 8 demonstrate the students’ and teachers’ feedback on the
LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students with regard to the criteria purpose,
motivation, acceleration, job market information, learning path information and visu-
alization. In this report the majority of students agrees and even strongly agrees that
our report is appropriate with averages of 4.61 for purpose, 4.37 for motivation, 3.89
for acceleration, 4.74 for job market information, 4.29 for learning path information
and 4.53 for visualization.

Fig. 7: Students’ feedback on the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students.

Considering the teachers’ feedback on the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for
Students in Figure 8, we observe that with averages of 3.86 for purpose, 3.62 for
motivation, 3.20 for acceleration, 4.12 for job market information, 3.64 for learning
path information and 3.82 for visualization, the majority of teachers agrees and even
strongly agrees that our report is appropriate for students regarding our evaluation
criteria. While the overall average for participating students is 4.41, the overall average
for teachers is 3.71—which is, 19% relatively lower.
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Fig. 8: Teachers’ feedback on the Learning Content-JobMarket Report for Students.

6.1.2 Evaluation of the Job-LearningPath Report for Students

Figure 9 and 10 show the students’ and teachers’ feedback on the Job-LearningPath
Report for Students with regard to the criteria purpose, motivation, acceleration, job
market information, learning path information and visualization. With averages of 4.47
for both purpose and motivation, 4.37 for acceleration, 4.66 for job market information,
4.55 for learning path information and 4.79 for visualization, the majority of students
agrees and even strongly agrees that our report is appropriate for the criteria evaluated.

Fig. 9: Students’ feedback on the Job-LearningPath Report for Students.

Looking at the teachers’ feedback on the Job-LearningPath Report for Students in
Figure 10, we see that with averages of 3.94 for purpose, 3.84 for motivation, 3.56 for
acceleration, 3.78 for job market information, 3.62 for learning path information and
3.84 for visualization, the majority of teachers agrees that our report is appropriate for
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students regarding our evaluation criteria. While the average feedback of the students
over all 6 criteria is 4.55, the average of the teachers is 3.76—i.e. 21% relatively lower.

Fig. 10: Teachers’ feedback on the Job-LearningPath Report for Students.

6.1.3 Evaluation of the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for
Teachers

Figure 11 illustrates the teachers’ feedback on the LearningContent-JobMarket Report
for Teachers with regard to the criteria skill importance, missing skills, acceleration,
advise, targeted education, and visualization. We learn that with averages of 4.20 for
skill importance, 4.00 for missing skills, 3.82 for acceleration, 4.12 for advise, 4.00 for
targeted education and 4.12 for visualization, the majority of teachers agrees that our
report is appropriate for our evaluation criteria. The average feedback of the teachers
over all 6 criteria is 4.04, which is 9% and 7% relative better of how they evaluate
the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Students and Job-LearningPath Report for
Students.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have reported how Sentence-BERT [1], K-Means [2], DBSCAN [3],
TF-IDF [4] and SVMs [5] are used to build a predictive model capable of identi-
fying job market skills within learning material with an accuracy of 94.2% and an
F-score of 86.9%. We presented reports for students that are understandable, show the
learning material’s purpose, motivate, accelerate the learning, as well as provide job
market and learning path information. We also presented a report for teachers that is
understandable, shows the importance of present/missing skills in the learning mate-
rial, accelerates and specifies the learning material creation, and helps them advise
students.
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Fig. 11: Teachers’ feedback on the LearningContent-JobMarket Report for Teachers.

Our future work will focus on further optimizing our pipeline. This will include
web scraping more than 100 job postings per job to obtain a more accurate repre-
sentation of the job market. Additionally, we aim to expand our analysis beyond the
six jobs included in our current work. We also plan on including more sections of
learning content from a wider range of course books to obtain a larger labeled data
set. With a larger labeled data set, we will investigate potential improvements to our
present/missing skills model using hyperparameter tuning.
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